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Conversations with Consultants

"Destroying Our Seed Corn"

FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British Medical Journal, 1974, 2, 326-327

St. Justin's famous name is till a traditional magnet to young
doctors. Cerainly the five consultants I met from dtere were
not unduly concerned that their staffing situation
would deteriorate for lack of recruits. The hospital seemed
assured of a supply of good quality junior staff-though
the national shortages in anaesthetics, geriatrics,
and radiology were causing anxiety-and senior registrars
still queued to get on the staff. One tradition had
changed, I thought. St. Justin's was the alma mater of only
two of the five consultants round the table. A decade or so
ago the proportion would have probably been greater.
But there are storm clouds gathering over St. Justin's roof:

the Central Manpower Committee's recommendation to remove
registrar posts from teaching hospitals-a proposal now being
acted on by the Department of Health-and the inpend-
ing reduction in the standard working week (from 102 to 80
hours) of junior staff would, they warned, adversely affect the
quality of patient care and of teaching. Of even more immedi-
ate danger to the viability of the hospital, however, was a
shortage of sWporting staff. "Because I cannot get secretarial
and clerical help in my depamnt," said Dr. Medway,* con-
sultant in a medical specialty, "and because paramedical
staff are scarce I am already havinig to cut my outpatient
clinics." He saw the shortage geting worse because the staff
were not paid enough to live and travel in Ldon, and his
view was that further breakdown of the service was inevitable.
Dr. Isis, a pathologist, emphasized a similar shortage in
trained laboratory staff. No one demurred from this gloomy
forecast.

Nursig
What about nurses? Recruitment, tough nothing like the old
days, was quite good, though the drop-out rate was disturb-
ingly high. Thanks to Salmon the ward sisters were much
younger-but inevitably less experienced. Mr. Derwent,
a gynaecologist, was critical that an experienced sister
in his ,specialty, who because she liked nursing had declined
administrative pron, faced the prospect of retiring on a
ludicrously low pension. Nurses were badly paid and it seemed
wrong that Salmnon should rate administrative skills more
higly than ability to care for patients-"which after all is
what a hospital is all abot" observed Dr. Cherwell, a

physician. I.t was a condemnation of the Department of
Health's ostich-like attitude to nurses' pay and c i
that nursing agencies-and other health workers were under-
standably joining on the agency bandwagon-wer flourish-
ing so vigorously, coammted Mr. Itchen.

*This and succeeding names are fictitious.

Extra Duty Allowance

Itchen, a general surgeon, was particularly annoyed with the
B.M.A., which he thought had failed to do its job of leading
and representing hospital doctors. "We haven't the time to
attend medicopolitical meetings and it is up to the B.MA to
get on with the job." He criticized the Association for agreeing
to the extra duty allowance scheme for junior staff.
What was wrong with it, I asked? One practical problem, he
replied, was that the hospital budget couldn't stretch to pay
ror (the existing scheme and would be even more hard pressed
in the absence of extra money after 1 July when the scheme
was changed. But, more important, he had two objections in
principle to the scheme. Firstly, by introducing the idea of set
working hours, it was unprofessional and, secondly, consul-
tants at St. Justin's feared it wcould reduce the amount of
training by "apprenticeship," to them an essential facet of post-
graduate education. The present scheme was criticized as un-
fair in some "on call" doctors could get substantial
payments while never actually appearing in hospital. Others
could be heavily involved every second night and receive
no reward. It was unfair, too, that hospital doctors holding
university appointments were not entitled to extra duty pay-
ments. The five agreed that they did not inquire into the
hours worked when they signed off-duty forms. They trusted
the juniors as professional colleagues and did not begrudge
them the pay for the work "but their regular pay should be
high enough to make this 'overtime' unnecessary." Dr. Isis
said that he saw one danger of overtiime payments as the dis-
couragement of recruitment to service specialties where oppor-
tunity for extra hours was limited, though he acknowledged
that the scheme was intended to reduce working hours rather
than produce extra pay.

Student' Atitudes
Had students' attitudes to teir professi chAged? Opinios
differed, with Dr. Cherwell convinced tha-t many students
were poorly motivated towards medicine. Medway intervened
to say that things hadn't been very differe in his day:
'There were plenty of us more interested in ruer and
nurses than in medicine." Dr. Isis wondered whether the
academic standards now required of inte g doctors would
necessarily produce the range of taent that medicine needed
while Derwent in dismissing 10% of the students as psycho-
logically unfit for medicine, nevertheless thought that most

were more mature than in the past. "They are aware of the
medical and social needs of people. But, sadly," he added,
"they seem reluctant to do the practical side of the student
work and are too theoretical." One of the others commented
that the modern student responded well to the relaxed and
liberal teaching techniques of the 70s, which he contrasted
with the rigid approach of his own teachers.
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Burden of Teaching

On one matter ithe five spoke with one voice-de heavy bur-
den of teaching. It isn't just the lecturing, said one, it is the
fact that to teach properly in outpatients and on ward rounds

takes time and patience. "It means," said the surgeon, "that I
can only see six new patients at a sitting. TIhat is whv we

need plenty of supporting staff. Without them teaching stan-

dards will fall." There was another essential cotribution that

teaching hospital consultants made, Derwent reminded us-

acting as examiners. "My specialty is numerically not very

large but because it is rightly a major finals subject we are

always being asked to examine, and not just medical students
but postgraduate nurses and midwives too. I spend about four
weeks a year examining-if I didn't say no firnly I could be
away for 12 weeks." The others nodded their agreement. In
their eyes neither the Department of Health, the B.M.A., nor

many of their regional colleagues really appreciated the hard,
mentally exhausting work generated by undergraduate
teaching.

Private Practice

But didn't the healthy rewards of private practice in London
compensate for this? "Look, the reason I wanted to get on to a

teaching hospital staff," said Cherwell, die youngest present,
"was the intellectual challenge of teaching, the stimulus of
high calibre colleagues, and the chance to do research. I do
some private practice," he continued, "but it nowhere makes
up financially for the N.H.S. sessions I have given up."
Ironically he found that he was able to see more patients i

his own special interest field through private practice than in

his N.H.S. beds and outpatients. Two of them admitted that
without private praotice they could not live and work in Lon-
don, and all of them opposed the reduction of private practice

in ithe N.H.S. because it would remwve an important incentive
to consultant practice. In the preset situion, comnmted
one, you needed somethng to counterbalance the frustrations
of the Health Service.

Frustrations

And what were their frustrations in a teaching hospital? They
admitted that pay was near the top of their list of complaints.
"Critics who claim teaching hospital consultats are paid to

teach and not to spend their N.H.S. time in Harlev Street (in
fact I get up early and stay late to do my private work)
don't realize that I receive only £240 a year for teaching,"
maintained Itchen. Medway could see no alternative to a fee-

for-service or a sessional contract as proposed by the B.M.A.
that geared rewards to work done. He thought that the Re-

view Body still had a useful role, being sceptical that direct

battle with the Department of Health would produce a satis-

factory result. Cherwell said that his wife had to work to help
the household budget and had he not bought a house in Lon-

don when a registrar he could not now have afforded a

mort¢are.
The St. Justin's consultants were less forthcoming than

their regional colleagues in this series in naming an acceptable
income for a consultant. But £12,000 to £15,000 a year
for a whole-timer was mentioned by one as a reasonable tar-

get. Certainly, a consultant should not be paid less than a

general practitioner. The increasing clinical and teaching work

load and the threatened heavy commitments on committees in
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the reorganized N.H.S. alarmed all five. Increasingly, they
seemed to be "carrying the can," as other health service staff
defined their working hours. Itchen reported that a year ago
he was serving on 17 committees but as he felt that most of
them wasted time and achieved little he had drastically cut
down. Like the others he was unenthusiastic about doctors.
invoking sanctions to improve their lot. It was unprofessional
and in practical terms probably unworkable. Instead he urged-
the B.M.A. to improve its liaison with senior staff and
launch national and local publicity campaigns to highlight the
urgency of the hospital crisis, which was far bigger than the
issue of more pay for consul-tants. The profession must be led
and organized to do this with the Association arranging local
meetings specially for consultants, added Cherwell. Medway
hoped that the Government would look at ways of raising
money regionally and on an area basis for the N.H.S. because,
he said, this would give more local financial autonomy. Fur-
thermore, unless more money was quickly injected services
would have to be restricted.

All agreed on the need for more money. In particular, they
wanted the Department of Health to support somne practical
steps such as providing more accommodation for ancillary
staff in London hospitals many of whom could no longer afford
to live and work in the metropolis. More famnily accommoda--
tion for resident medical staff was badly needed. Existing re-
sources could also be put to better use. One of them sugges-
ted, for instance, that adjacent hospitals might run a common
outpatient clinic for a particular specialty. Another thought
that hospital beds were too often wastefully used in investi-
gating patients who could well be dealt with as outpatients.

N.HIS. Reorganization

Dr. Isis was already deeply involved in the administrative
struoture of the new N.H.S. and was mildly optimistic about
its future seeing it as a possible unifying influence on the pro-
fession. The other four could not see how reorganization
would benefit the running of St. Justin's. The multiplying
conmmittees would diminish the consultant's responsibility but
increase his work was their verdict. Isis admitted that his
committee work was keeping him out until eight or nine
several nights a week but he was willing to do this. He dis-
agreed with his colleagues that decisions affecting St. Justin's
would be -taken by conmnittees with little knowledge or in-
terest in its problems. The district medical team and area
healthy authority would not be deaf to the voice of its staff.
Nevertheless, they all mourned the passing of the Board of
Governors because it made the executive authority more
remote.
There was criticism of cheeseparing in the new units in the

hospital, which, they said, had poorly planned outpatient sec-
tions and quite inadequate facilities for consultants. Indeed,
the stuttering progress of hospital building programmes was
one cause of even established medical staff looking abroad for
opportunities. 'We may not keep some of our best men while
more and more students are being crammed into the medi-
cal schools," exclaimed Derwent. "Despite the building head-
aches, the cutbacks in junior staff, and the shortage of ancillary
workers the teaching -hospitals will probably stagger on pro-
viding some sort of service to patients and students," he con-
tinued, "but at a critical cost to the future of medicine. The
fund of staff goodwill which has over the years kept hos-
pitals going despite restrictive administrative measures and
shortage of money is fast running out. To me all this adds up
to destroying our seed com."
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